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Video digitizes images and audio streams. It is a cost-effective media for remote vision as for sharing captures 

of physical events occurring around us. For recent uses such as video surveillance, data streams are processed 

for finding patterns in order to aid the human vision by machine learning. In other domains such as signal 

processing, tools of observations record phenomena appearing beyond the visual and audio spectrum, producing 

data that we could compare to video streams. In both cases, some people spend time and life observing data 

streams for finding special events, being physical risks in sensible places or neutrinos preceding a supernova [3]. 

As Big Data and uninterrupted data flows easily escape from human attention and understanding, computer 

vision can massively process these data flows without interruption [4]. 

 

For identified events such as fire and flames, computer vision is reliable enough for efficient applications as it 

can distinguish flames between fire-colored moving objects, thanks to spatial and temporal wavelet transform 

[5]. Computer vision systems also enable the early detection of identified events and features, for autonomous 

vehicles and cobots [2]. With unidentified events, the best way to efficiently detect and identify them remains 

human observation and analysis. As a result, detecting and recognizing unidentified events in data streams 

requires man-machine collaboration, instead of man-machine competition [6]. 

 

Active learning aims at the collaboration of human intelligence and artificial intelligence [7]. With supervised 

models in machine learning and deep learning, items must be previously labeled by experts and/or people 

answering to labeling queries – e.g. captcha. Active learning from relative queries, instead of absolute ones, 

makes possible to train machine-learning algorithms from weak predictors, such as side information or non-

experts answers, then to get comparable or better performance than with experts’ answers to labeling queries [1]. 

With active learning for reinforcement learning, items recognition relies on human information processing-

based inputs, more than on human knowledge-based inputs [8]. 

 

The IoT and smart cities are going to produce huge and heterogeneous datasets, to be compared with astronomic 

observations and collected in data lakes. Therefore, the detection of unexpected and/or unidentified events in 

data streams should become a significant task, depending on active learning for the future of society, science, 

and economy [9-12]. Finally, detecting weak signals in videos streams thanks to active learning or other 

approaches could represent an important stake, while there currently appears no or few works published on this 

topic, to our knowledge. It might allow catching unusual phenomenon in video surveillance before specific 

events occur, so as to prevent risks. It might allow civil security, medical practitioners, seismologists, 

meteorologists and other professions processing signals to be noticed of unobserved phenomena that could 

require attention, in order to identify and classify them for an active reinforcement learning process. 

 

The proposed thesis concerns the research and experimentation of an online model of active learning for the 

detection of weak signals in data streams. It is focused on application in video surveillance and other data 

streams online applications. It will be experimented thanks to Big Data systems and Lambda architecture hosted 

and supported within the company DATA2B, allowing to run offline and online analysis tasks in parallel 

processes. The PhD student will work with private and academic research teams. He/She will be employed by 

the company (CDD CIFRE). Candidates wishing a permanent position as an associated R&D Director for online 

analysis after the thesis are welcome. 

 

 

 

 

Detection of weak signals in video streams with active reinforcement learning 
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Requirements  
 

The candidate must have an MSc in engineering, artificial intelligence, computer science, or a closely related 

field, with verifiable experience in signal processing and computer science. Intermediate or advanced 

programming skills are necessary, as well as verifiable speaking and writing skills in English (C1 or C2 level). 

 

Application 
Candidates must send all the following documents: 

- Detailed Curriculum Vitae 

- A motivation letter explaining the interest in the PhD subject 

- A summary of the MSc internship 

- Copies of engineering and MSc degrees 

- Transcripts of the engineering and MSc degrees grades (for foreign students). 

 

to this address: 

doctorat-cifre-data2b-imt@imt-atlantique.fr 

 


